In a recent paper [7] This note studies such latter criteria more generally. It is dedicated to the memory of Roland L. Dobrushin.
Introduction
Independence between individuals, once born into the population, lies at the very heart of branching processes. Without it, virtually no traditional methods work. But the independence assumption is no crude approximation for mathematical convenience: population dynamics is driven by individual reproduction. Conceptually the latter comes before the former, and independence emerges as a natural idealization of this precedence.
But to what extent does typical branching process behavior persist in less ideal models, where 1Support from The Swedish Natural Sciences Research Council is acknowledged.
there is interaction between individuals, or between the population as a whole and individual behavior? We study an aspect of this in the supercritical case, viz. the persistence of Malthusian exponential growth, and the ensuing Eulerian stabilization of composition.
In a seminal paper, Klebaner [10] The X-counted population size at time t is then defined as xEI Thus, the characteristic 1 S x R_, yields the total population, i.e., all those born, and the other characteristic mentioned gives tge number of those alive of type A and not older than a. Though it is important to vary the characteristics, in order to catch the asymptotic composition of the population, we shall usually consider a fixed but arbitrary such entity X, and then sometimes write just z for ztX.
In the classical case of independent reproduction, the reproduction process depends upon the past only through the individual type and the form of supercritical population growth is essentially governed by the reproduction kernel #, defined as the expected number births of children of various types and at various ages: shall summarize this by referring to the (latter) population as (non-lattice) Malthusian, adding the particular character of the asymptotics (a.s., in probability, or in the mean) whenever necessary. The populations under study will be referred to as actual or history-dependent. It will be assumed that they are always finite (at finite times). If they exhibit the exponential asymptotics of the formula above they will also be called Malthusian and the entities a, h, and = will be referr- 
Results
The ordering x >-r/x means that the imaginary reproduction can be thought of as arising from the actual, population-history-dependent reproduction through abortion of some children. Write 5 x to indicate abortion or not of x, so that rx(A x B) E (1 xk)l{rx(k) e A, ax(k) e B} k=l --recall the definitions of age at kth bearing, and type of the child then born; the Ulam-Harris numbering consistently refers to the actual population. Note that the latter is not affected by the value of x, so that given x, x and the actual population are independent. Define and write e(Zrx for c x in case of population-size dependence.
We wish to study how dependence mirrors itself in population growth. Therefore, the way of measuring the latter, the characteristic Xx should not itself be affected by the population history, We shall call a characteristic conditionally population independent, if given x's type r x and all the reproductions x' of individuals x' stemming from x, the k:x's are i.i.d. As m(n)c(n) m(n)-m and 1 < m < re(n) < re(l), the equivalence of the two conditions is obvious. Symmetric growth follows by symmetry: Let 
